
 Grade  Strand Standard # Standard

2 R.F 4 CC.2.R.F.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

2 R.F 4.a CC.2.R.F.4.a Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.

2 R.F 4.b CC.2.R.F.4.b Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.

2 R.F 4.c
CC.2.R.F.4.c Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
rereading as necessary.

2 R.I 1
CC.2.R.I.1 Key Ideas and Details: Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, 
when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

2 R.I 2
CC.2.R.I.2 Key Ideas and Details: Identify the main topic of a multiparagraph text as well as 
the focus of specific paragraphs within the text.

2 R.I 6
CC.2.R.I.6 Craft and Structure: Identify the main purpose of a text, including what the author 
wants to answer, explain, or describe.

2 R.I 10

CC.2.R.I.10 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: By the end of year, read and 
comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies, science, and technical 
texts, in the grades 2–3 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the 
high end of the range.

2 R.L 1
CC.2.R.L.1 Key Ideas and Details: Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, 
when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

2 R.L 2
CC.2.R.L.2 Key Ideas and Details: Recount stories, including fables and folktales from 
diverse cultures, and determine their central message, lesson, or moral.

2 R.L 3
CC.2.R.L.3 Key Ideas and Details: Describe how characters in a story respond to major 
events and challenges.

2 R.L 9
CC.2.R.L.9 Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., Cinderella stories) by different authors or from different 
cultures. 

2 R.L 10
CC.2.R.L.10 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: By the end of the year, read 
and comprehend literature, including prose and poetry, in the grades 2–3 text complexity 
band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

3 L 4
CC.3.L.4 Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 
multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing 
flexibly from a range of strategies.

3 L 4.a
CC.3.L.4.a Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: Use sentence-level context as a clue to the 
meaning of a word or phrase.

3 R.F 4 CC.3.R.F.4 Fluency: Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

3 R.F 4.a CC.3.R.F.4.a Fluency: Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
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3 R.F 4.b
CC.3.R.F.4.b Fluency: Read grade-level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate 
rate, and expression.

3 R.F 4.c
CC.3.R.F.4.c Fluency: Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding, rereading as necessary.

3 R.I 1
CC.3.R.I.1 Key Ideas and Details: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding 
of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

3 R.I 2
CC.3.R.I.2 Key Ideas and Details: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details 
and explain how they support the main idea.

3 R.I 8
CC.3.R.I.8 Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: Describe the logical connection between 
particular sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, 
first/second/third in a sequence).

3 R.I 10
CC.3.R.I.10 Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: By the end of the year, read 
and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies, science, and technical 
texts, at the high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

3 R.L 1
CC.3.R.L.1 Key Ideas and Details: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding 
of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

3 R.L 2
CC.3.R.L.2 Key Ideas and Details: Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths 
from diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 
conveyed through key details in the text.

3 R.L 3
CC.3.R.L.3 Key Ideas and Details: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, 
motivations, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

3 R.L 10
CC.3.R.L.10 Range of Reading and Complexity of Text: 10. By the end of the year, read and 
comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 
2–3 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

3 W 7
CC.3.W.7 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: Conduct short research projects that 
build knowledge about a topic. 

4 L 4.a
CC.4.L.4.a Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or 
restatements in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.

4 W 7
CC.4.W.7 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: Conduct short research projects that 
build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic.
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